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ABSTRACT

This legal research's title is Legal Protection for Injured Soccer Players in the Working Agreement between PSS (Soccer Team) Sleman and its Players. This legal research is concerned in reinforcement of rights of injured soccer players; whether the working agreement is already provide legal protection for soccer players as employees. This research was an empirical study based on primary data. Analysis used in the study was qualitative analysis and methods used to infer this study were inductive and deductive methods. Based on the findings, soccer players who signed the working agreement with PSS Sleman, their rights had been protected jurisdictionally as mentioned in the agreement. Legal protection for injured player was already stated in the agreement and its addendums which could not be alienated from the agreement between PSS Sleman and its players. However, as employees, the players were not signed up in workers social security (Jaminan Sosial Tenaga Kerja - Jamsosoke) program since all accidents that were put the players at risk had been assured by PSS Sleman. In this case, PSS Sleman does not act in accordance with the law on workers social security. Even so, PSS Sleman provide a protection for its players as stated in the working agreement. This situation did not affect to the players' performance since the assurance provided by PSS as stated in the agreement made the players tended to feel secured from anything that could risk their safety in doing their work. To assure legal protection for the players, they should be registered in Jamsosoke program, even though, practically, their safety rights were insured in the working agreement. More over, it was suggested that PSS management could provide "skin decker", equipment that could prevent the players from injury during soccer games, since the players have been provide this equipment.

Keywords: legal protection, working agreement, soccer players, injured.
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